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Abstract

The K⁃means algorithm is widely known for its simplicity and fastness in text clustering. However, the selection of the initial clus⁃
tering center with the traditional K⁃means algorithm is some random, and therefore, the fluctuations and instability of the cluster⁃
ing results are strongly affected by the initial clustering center. This paper proposed an algorithm to select the initial clustering
center to eliminate the uncertainty of central point selection. The experiment results show that the improved K⁃means clustering
algorithm is superior to the traditional algorithm.
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1 Introduction
luster analysis is an important method of data par⁃
titioning and data grouping in data mining, so it
has been widely used in statistics, machine learn⁃
ing, spatial databases, biomedicine, and market⁃

ing [1]-[4]. The clustering algorithms can be divided into parti⁃
tioning methods, hierarchical methods, density⁃based methods,
grid⁃based methods and model⁃based methods [5], [6]. The K⁃
means clustering algorithm is a partitioning method proposed
by Mac Queen [7], which divides the data into a predetermined
number of clusters k on the basis of minimizing the error func⁃
tion. The algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm with
high⁃speed clustering, easy implementation, and efficient clas⁃
sification of large data sets. However, the K⁃means algorithm
has several drawbacks [8]. For example, the initial clustering
center selection of the traditional K ⁃means algorithm is ran⁃
dom, and different initial clustering centers make the cluster⁃
ing results different, which results in the failure of acquiring ef⁃
fective clustering results [9]. So the selection of a reasonable
initial clustering center, for accurate, stable and effective clus⁃
tering results, is an important research topic. In this paper,
based on the traditional K⁃means clustering algorithm, an ini⁃
tial center point selection algorithm is proposed based on the
clustering algorithm to improve the efficiency and stability of
clustering.

The K⁃means algorithm is based on the principle of minimiz⁃

ing clustering performance, usually by minimizing the sum of
squares of errors for each sample point in the data set to the
class center. The basic idea is to select k data objects as the
initial clustering center. The iterations are used to divide the
data objects into different clusters with the large similarity in⁃
tra the cluster and the small similarity among the different clus⁃
ters. The k value is given first and k data objects are randomly
selected as the initial clustering center in data set. The algo⁃
rithm takes the following steps [10]:
1) K objects are selected randomly from n data objects as the

initial clustering center.
2) The distance between the remaining n - k objects and the

central objects are calculated, according to the mean of
each cluster object; the corresponding objects are regrouped
according to the minimum distance and each object is as⁃
signed to the closest class.

3) The clustering centers of k clusters are recalculated.
4) Steps 2) and 3) are repeated until the criterion function no

longer changes.
5) K clusters are calculated.

The K⁃means algorithm is to find the k clusters that mini⁃
mize the squared error function. The specific definition is as
follows:

Ε =∑
i = 1

k ∑
p ∈Ci

 p -mi

2
, (1)

where E is the sum of the squared errors of all the objects in

C
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the database, p is the point in the space, which represents the
given data object, mi is the average of the clusters Ci (p and
mi are multidimensional). This rule makes the clustering result⁃
ed as compact and independent as possible.

2 Improved K⁃Means Clustering Algorithm

2.1 Principle of the Improved K⁃Means Algorithm
We first detect the isolated points. The traditional K⁃means

algorithm ignores isolated points. The isolated points are calcu⁃
lated based on distance, and the points are relatively sparsely
distributed and are far apart from the cluster center. The object
is those with the largest distance from the nearest neighbor da⁃
ta set. These points give a great impact on the clustering effect
of centroid calculation. Here we scan the data set once, calcu⁃
late the distance between each data object and other objects,
including the total distance and the mean distance. If the total
distance of one object is greater than the mean of the total dis⁃
tance, the data object is treated as an isolated point and re⁃
moved from the data set to the isolated point set. The above
process is repeated until all the isolated points are removed. Fi⁃
nally we get the initial collection of new clusters of isolated
points.

The distance between all the sample points in the new data
set is then calculated. The K⁃means algorithm is a clustering
algorithm based on the partitioning method, and adopts Euclid⁃
ean distance as the evaluation index of similarity, that is, the
closer the two samples are, the better the similarity is. The Eu⁃
clidean distance is as follows:
d( )Xi,Xj = (xi1 - xj1)2 +(xi2 - xj2)2 + ... +(xin - xjn)2 , (2)

where xin is the n⁃dimensional data of the data object Xi , and
xjn is the n⁃dimensional data of the data object Xj .

The average distance between all sample points is next cal⁃
culated, defined as follows:
md = 1

A2
n
∑d( )Xi,Xj ,1 ≤ i≤ n,1 ≤ j≤ n, (3)

where A2
n is the arranged number of 2 random points in n sam⁃

ple points.
We finally record the sample point Xj with the distance

less than the average distance md from the sample point Xi ,and call it the neighboring point and calculate all the neighbor⁃
ing points of Xi . When the neighboring points of all the sample
points are calculated, they are sorted by the number of adja⁃
cent numbers from high to low. Then the sample point with the
largest number of neighboring points is the first cluster center
and then continues to look down. If the sample point with the
nearest number of points 2 is the neighboring point of the exist⁃
ing cluster center, it will be ignored until a sample point is
found not the nearest point of the existing cluster center; this

point is treated as the second cluster center. This process is re⁃
peated until the initial cluster center is found.
2.2 Process of the Improved K⁃Means Algorithm

The input includes u data sets containing n objects and k
initial cluster centers.

The output is the clustering results of the k⁃th cluster.
1) Initialization: t = 0, where i, j is the set of isolated points, t

is the number of isolated points, m is the number of data in
the original data set, and n is the number of data objects re⁃
moving the isolated point.

2) Calculate the distance d between Xi and Xj of all data ob⁃
jects in m and calculate the total distance D of each data ob⁃
ject in m and the mean total distance H of each data object.

3) Scan m and compare the distance D and H of each data
point. The data point with D>H is the isolated point t + 1 ,
the point is add to gl and removed from the data set U; the
value of t is got until all the isolated points are removed,
and n = m- t. Finally, a new data set is constructed:
U′ =U - gl .

4) Calculate and save the distance d between every two sample
points in the new data set according to (2).

5) Calculate the mean distance md between the sample points
according to (2).

6) Record the sample points smaller than md from the sample
points, make them the neighboring points, calculate the
number of neighboring points for each sample point, and
store them in the proximity table.

7) The sample points are arranged from high to low according
to the number of neighboring points, and the nearest sample
point is the first cluster center point.

8) In turn, the proximity point table should be found if the
point is already the initial clustering center and the adja⁃
cent point is ignored; the proximity table will be obtained
until a sample point that is not the center point of the exist⁃
ing cluster is found. This point is used as the second cluster
center.

9) Repeat Step 8) until the k⁃th cluster center is found.
10) From the k ⁃ th clustering center, the clustering results are

calculated by the K⁃means clustering algorithm.

3 Results and Discussion
The traditional K ⁃means algorithm and the improved algo⁃

rithm are used to test the two⁃dimensional data of the Iris data⁃
set (after removing the same data, there are 132 two⁃dimension⁃
al data). The Iris dataset contains 4 attributes and 150 data ob⁃
jects. The cluster number of clusters is set to k = 3 for the
three categories.

The traditional K ⁃ means algorithm randomly selects three
sets of initial clustering centers to cluster the sample data. The
clustering results are shown in Fig. 1.

The traditional K ⁃ means algorithm selects the clustering
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center randomly, so the clustering results are different and in⁃
stable (Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c).

The improved algorithm selects an initial clustering center,
and the data sets u equal to (6.6000, 3.0000), (6.3000, 2.9000)
and (5.8000, 2.8000). Fig. 2d shows the clustering results.

The improved algorithm is optimized for the stochastic selec⁃
tion of the initial clustering center, so that the initial clustering
center is unique for the same data, which eliminates the insta⁃
bility of the traditional algorithm results. The optimal cluster⁃
ing center makes the iterations number greatly reduced than
that of the traditional algorithm, that is, the efficiency of the im⁃

proved algorithm is better.
Fig. 2 compares the clustering results of the traditional algo⁃

rithm and the improved algorithm.

4 Conclusions
The K⁃means algorithm has fast computation and small re⁃

source consumption, and is widely used as a clustering algo⁃
rithm. The clustering results of the traditional K⁃means algo⁃
rithm are instable with the initial clustering center selected
randomly. This paper proposes an initial selection algorithm to

8.0

▲Figure 1. The instable clustering results of the traditional K⁃means algorithm.
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Figure 2. ▶
The clustering results of the

traditional algorithm and the
improved algorithm. a) The results

of the traditional algorithm with
first clustering; b) the results of
the improved algorithm with the

first clustering; c) the results of the
traditional algorithm with the

seventh clustering; d) the results of
the improved algorithm with

seventh clustering.
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improve the traditional K⁃means algorithm. The experiment re⁃
sults show that the algorithm is feasible to enhance the cluster⁃
ing efficiency by optimizing the initial clustering center. How⁃
ever, the algorithm proposed in this paper will increase the
time consumption in finding the distance between isolated
points and calculating the sample points.
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